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QUESTION 1

How can an administrator associate an asset with more than one owner? 

A. Set the "Ownership Rule" to "Department Precedence" 

B. Set the "Automatic Updating" of the Organizational Hierarchies 

C. Set the "Ownership Style" to "Multiple" or "Multiple with Warning" 

D. Set the "Ownership Details" to the "Edit View" for each asset type 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A cloud-enabled computer has direct access to the local network using VPN. 

Which component will the Symantec Management Agent first Communicate with to send the status events of software
install? 

A. Site Server 

B. Internet Gateway 

C. Notification Server 

D. Package Server 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the purpose for which Deployment Solution backup images are designed? 

A. To be deployed to any computer being migrates to a newer operation system 

B. To be deployed to the computer from which the computer was captures or its remplacement 

C. To be deployed to any computer that needs to be re-imaged 

D. To be deployed to any computer assigned to a diferent subnet from wichh the backup image was created 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which are the three Resource Model components?



Drag and drop the Resource Model components to the right side of the screen.

Select and Place:

Correct Answer:

 

QUESTION 5

What is a benefit of the IT Analytics MultiCMDB feature? 

A. Provide importing of data across one or more Notification server environment 



B. Provides reporting across one or more Notification server environments 

C. Provides exporting and importing of data across one or more notification server environments 

D. Provides scoping of data across one or more notification server enviroments 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which IT Management Suite 8.5 product provides automated staging and imaging of endpoints? 

A. Deploy Center 

B. Deployment Server 

C. Deployment Solution 

D. Ghost Solution Suite 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two (2) endpoint management features are available in IT Management Suite 8.5? (Select two.) 

A. Asset Barcoding and Tracking 

B. Centralized Management Platform 

C. Browser Agnostic Management Interface 

D. Software License Management 

E. Filevault Encryption Management 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 8

How should an administrator create a report that saves a snapshot of the data every 15 days? 

A. Create a job that contains a report task that set to run the snapshot to occur every 15 days 

B. Create an automation policy and set the advanced option to update the snapshot to occur every 15 days 

C. Create a report and set the advanced option to schedule the snapshot to occur every 15 days 

D. Create a sql query-based report and include the command to run the report snapshot every 15 days within the sql
query 



Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

A company has an environment where only some computers have the Symantec Workspace Virtualization (SWV) agent
installed. 

What happens to computers without the SWV Agent when an administrator distributes an MSI application through a
Managed Delivery policy to all company computers and installs the application into a virtual layer? 

A. The application installation fails 

B. The application is installed as non-virtual, but the application is moved into a virtual layer after the SWV agent is
installed 

C. The SWV agent is automatically installed; then the application is installed into a virtual layer 

D. The application is installed as non-virtual 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

What is the maximum number of computers that could be adequately managed for an "on- box" installation of the
Microsoft SQL Server with Notification Server 

A. 10,000 

B. 7,500 

C. 12,500 

D. 5,000 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two (2) important considerations should an administrator plan for the designing an ITMS 8.5 infrastructure?
(Select 2) 

A. The availability of technical support 

B. The hardware specifications of the endpoints 

C. The future growth of the organization 

D. The usage of installed solutions 

E. The version of the server operating system 



Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 12

What simple yet powerful tool is used for analyzing MS SQL queries and code executing on the Notification Server and
its associated processes? 

A. Altiris Perfmon 

B. Altiris Event Viewer 

C. Altiris Profiler 

D. Altiris Log Viewer 

Correct Answer: C 
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